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I
t’s hard to belIeve that we’re nearing the end of the academic year so soon. It seems only a

matter of weeks ago I was congratulating the ‘new’ team of senior Pupils on their appointment and

they’ve already completed their exams, enjoyed their Prom and their replacements have been selected!

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the senior Pupils for their hard work; they are credit to their

school, their local community but most importantly - themselves. It has been an honour and privilege to

watch the team mature and meld together throughout the year. all of the team are wonderful ambassadors

for the younger generation and inspiring role models for their peers however I would particularly like to

thank billy Penny and eleanor Wilkes who have fulfilled their role as head boy and head Girl superbly. 

the senior Pupil team is just one example of the leadership opportunities available to our students and

it is this desire to ‘give back’ to the arden family that makes the school so special and so successful. the

fantastic range of extra-curricular activities adds further opportunities for all students to enhance their

life-skills. We pride ourselves on offering something for every student be it dance, drama, music, art,

science, environmental awareness or becoming ‘digital leaders’ to name but a few!  our students receive

an outstanding education, ensuring they achieve their personal goals but it is in these ‘value added’ areas

that arden is so successful. as ever, there have been some fantastic sporting achievements and anyone

who was fortunate enough to see ‘little shop of horrors’ will agree we are blessed with some truly

talented students. thanks must go to everyone involved in showcasing the depth and breadth of talent

throughout the whole cast especially our Performing arts staff.

hopefully you will have seen the letter from the rt hon david laws MP, the secretary of state for school

in which he congratulates arden on the excellent Key stage 4 examination results and acknowledges

our position in the top 100 non-selective schools in the country. this was obviously a huge honour but

we are mindful that the examination structure is being modified and future students will have different

challenges to face. While the delivery and testing of education may be undergoing changes, arden’s

commitment to ensuring the highest level of teaching will remain constant. 

this commitment is epitomised in the amount of cross-curricular work that is undertaken throughout

the school – our commemoration of WWI is a very pertinent example. the highlight of this family learning

and e-twinning project was a special event held on Friday 27 June when students welcomed many

important guests to arden. these included rt hon Caroline spelman MP, the Mayor of solihull –

Councillor Mrs Kate Wild, residents from the star & Garter home (which is run by a charity providing

nursing care to the ex-service community) and representatives from many local community groups

including; Knowle british legion, Knowle society, Knowle local history society and Knowle WI.  along

with drama and musical performances from students, invited guests were involved in planting poppy

seeds which will hopefully prove a permanent and fitting reminder over the coming years.

We were delighted that arden’s alex Jenner in Year 9 was elected as a member of the UK Youth Parliament

along with lewis earp from Park hall academy. this means that the arden Partnership holds both

Members of the UK Youth Parliament for solihull which is a huge honour and one that illustrates how

the relationship with Park hall is going from strength to strength and in doing so, creating many such

successes. the proposal for the arden Multi- academy trust (aMat) will ensure it continues to flourish

and provide further benefits for all our students and staff.

the summer term is always a busy one with many visits, activities and ceremonies bringing the year to a

close. the highlight of the calendar for many is the Year 11 Prom, the red carpet event is the final farewell

for many students although we are anticipating a record number returning to the sixth Form in september.

also of great significance is the Year 13 ball, this really is the final event for a wonderful year group who

excelled in so many areas and who are now entering a new and exciting time in their lives. We wish all

our departing students success in their chosen path and hope they achieve their goals and truly fulfil

their potential. as these students move on, we look forward to welcoming new members to the arden

family – new pupils in Year 7, external students in Year 12 and not forgetting the new members of staff

who will also be joining us in september. Many of you will be aware that Malcolm evans is retiring after

many years of devoted service to the students of arden – his commitment and enthusiasm will be greatly

missed by those he has taught and colleagues he has worked with over the years. I know he will be a

particular loss to the annual ski trip. I am sure you will join with me in wishing him (and his golf handicap)

well for the future! dave Parman, who has been head of sixth Form is standing down but will be easing

into retirement by continuing to teach Maths on a part-time basis. his leadership has been a huge asset

to arden and his commitment has made the sixth Form the undoubted success it is today.

all that remains is for me to thank everyone involved with making this another very successful year for

arden. Particular thanks must go to my truly committed and supportive staff, who have delivered outstanding

teaching throughout the year, encouraging, supporting and cajoling the best out of their students.

May I take this opportunity to wish you a wonderful and relaxing summer. best wishes

Martin P. Murphy Executive Principal 
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DerekSmart
I

t was with great sadness that we learnt of the sad passing of Mr Derek Smart

following a long term illness recently. The death of the gentleman, who was

Chair of Governors and a strategic leader for education in Solihull for many years,

is a very sad day for Arden and the wider community. 

Derek was instrumental in making Arden what it is today, acting as a key enabler for

our students’ achievements and helping to make Arden one of the most outstanding

schools in the Country. He was driven in all aspects of learning and gave back so much

to his community as a volunteer. He was a wonderful friend to many and will be greatly

missed by us all.

Derek’s desire to see young people develop their full potential, extended beyond the

formal education system. He was Chairman of 1st Knowle Scout Group for the last five

years, helping to guide and support the refurbishment of their Headquarters. This was

not the first time Derek had developed links with the Scout Group, as for some 20 years

he provided practical background help to his wife Ann while she was Assistant Cub

Scout Leader for the 1st Knowle Pack.

Derek was a great networker and would draw on his extensive network of contacts,

friends and colleagues to get them involved and volunteer – really ‘making things

happen’.

Derek held the position of Chairman of Solihull Schools Forum for more than years six

– a role of serious influence across both the primary and secondary sector in the

borough. Over this time he had a major positive influence on the future strategic

direction and relationship of maintained and academy schools within Solihull

Metropolitan Borough Concil. Derek also played a special role in two specific schools

– our own, Arden in Knowle, and our sister Academy, Park Hall in Castle Bromwich -

and was a School Governor for more than 20 years.

Derek was a ‘gentleman’, in the true sense of the word; he always had a kind word for

everyone and was a highly respected individual who really DID make a positive

difference to those whose lives he touched. Put simply he wanted CHILDREN TO

ACHIEVE, TAKE PART AND ENJOY THEIR LEARNING. He had a real sense of pride in the

achievements of the young people he came into contact with. Derek and Ann attended

numerous events at Arden, particularly those in the Performing Arts, and always spoke

passionately about the school at Celebration Evenings, inspiring students, parents and

staff alike.

The creation of the Sixth Form at Arden is also heavily indebted to Derek’s the work –

and now has over 300 students. His drive for funding for a new Sixth Form building

saw the construction of the state-of-the-art ‘SMART CENTRE’ which celebrates his tireless

work for the school and which was named in his honour. Derek is fondly remembered

by everyone whose lives he touched at both Park Hall and Arden, and will be sadly

missed by everyone.

As George Bernard Shaw said “I am of the opinion that my life belongs to the WHOLE

community, and as long as I live, it is my privilege to do for it whatever I can, I want to

be throughly ‘used up’ when I die; for the harder I work the more I live”. These words

reflect the life of Derek Smart perfectly - what a lovely man. 

Derek, thank you from everyone at Arden, Park Hall and the wider community

- we will all miss your kindness, energy, INSPIRATION and friendship.
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Arden & Park Hall’s young 
Parliamentarians

We are thrilled to announce that Arden’s Alex Jenner and Lewis Earp

from Park Hall Academy were both elected as the Members of The

United Kingdom Youth Parliament at a celebration event held at the

Youth Workshop on Monday 24 March - this means that both Members

of The UK Youth Parliament for Solihull belong to the Arden Partnership

- a prestigious honour. The Youth Parliament is the national ‘voice’ of

young people in the UK, with over 600 representatives, made up of 369

seats for elected Members of Youth Parliament and over 230 Deputy

MYPs - all aged between 11 and 18. In the past two years, one million

young people have voted in these elections. It has a rolling programme

of activities across the year, including an Annual Sitting at Nottingham

University that is chaired by the Speaker of the House of Commons, the

Rt Hon John Bercow MP. We are delighted that the young people of

Solihull have chosen two students from Arden and Park Hall to represent

them on a local, regional and national stage. Congratulations to Alex

and Lewis. We are confident you will fulfill your duties admirably.



Over the past academic year, the Year 12 Government and Politics class have had the pleasure

of being visited by several Parliamentary politicians. We have been lucky enough to hear the

guidance, explanations and opinions of Lorely Burt MP, Caroline Spelman MP, parliamentary

candidate Tom McNeil and Lord Bill Jordan. They helped guide us through the realities of what

we were learning for the exams and everyone eagerly anticipated and enjoyed these events

as not one member of the class would pass up the opportunity to be a part of political

questioning and debate!

The excitement began with a visit from Liberal Democrat Lorely Burt, who is MP for Solihull. For

many of us, it was our first interaction with a real politician and we were eager to ask questions.

She began by talking about the policies of the Liberal Democrats and her personal political

experience; this benefitted us later in the exam! She answered questions on a variety of issues

ranging from the economy, Europe and women in politics, to local issues. It was amazing to

hear the realities and policies of one of the parties running our country. In particular, this visit

helped us to begin to shape our own political identities in the context of the Parties. 

Warmed up from our interaction with Lorely Burt, we later were visited by Tom McNeil, the

Labour candidate for Meriden running for MP in 2015. By this point we were all raring and

ready to ask questions and find out more about political views on current affairs. We were able

to hear about ideologies surrounding the future of Britain and hot topics such as ‘the cost of

living crisis’. The class took no prisoners when asking questions and in return we received some

brilliant answers, particularly in relation to industry. Tom McNeil later tweeted about the ‘razor-

sharp political minds’ of Arden’s students - a title that I am sure the class hold with pride!

Lord Jordan gave us a new insight into British politics. As a peer he took us in a new direction,

away from party politics towards the body that governs Britain; Parliament. Lord Jordan not

only taught us about the real functions of the Peers, but also on his own long history. We

heard many funny anecdotes in addition to the way he was appointed as a Life Peer through

his work with the Trade Union Congress, a pressure group which we had studied in the past.

Finally we were visited by Caroline Spelman, MP for Meriden and the Parliamentary

Representative of most of the class. We were all very excited to hear about the policies of the

Government and the workings behind the Parties. It was amazing to hear more about the

Government, especially as Caroline has previously been in the Cabinet. She told us about

how in reality, the coalition functions a lot more effectively than the way the media portrays it

and that the inter-party relationships between the Liberal Democrats and the Conservatives

are not as fraught as you might suspect. It was great to hear her views on Europe, the

environment and the life and expectations of an MP.

The visits from the politicians provided us with a fantastic insight into politics and the

information we gained proved pivotal in the exams. I think it really proved to us that politics

has many more dimensions than it does in theory and the talks and lessons have encouraged

us to pursue an interest in politics further. The class would like to thank the politicians for

taking the time out of their busy schedules to talk to us. We are also hugely grateful for Mrs

Collett, Mr Jenkins and Mr Halligan for organising the visits.

Rose Crees

Pictured top: Mr Halligan, Akshay Najran, Lorely Burt (Liberal Democrat MP for Solihull), Gavan Bains, Jack Partridge

Pictured bottom: Katherine Perkins, Sineade Bates, Tom McNeill (Labour candidate for Meriden), Nikhita Parmar,
Esther Barton-Mather

Politicians
Visit Arden Sixth Form
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Head Boy
Joe Craven
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Hannah Northam
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Will Davison

Senior Pupil
Diana Wheatley

Senior Pupil

Ben Harley-Mason

Senior Pupil
Olivia Johannsen

Senior Pupil
Ben Arnold

Senior Pupil
Lucy Munden

Arden senior team
Towards the end of Year 10, students are nominated for the prestigious position of Senior Pupil. There are eight Senior

Pupils, comprising four girls and four boys, and including a Head Girl and Head Boy. Nominations come from peers and

staff, with each potential candidate having to go through a selection process that culminates in an interview with members

of Arden’s Senior Management Team. The role of Senior Pupils is a very responsible one and is perfect for those who

want to develop personal skills and leadership qualities and take on extra responsibility, whilst enhancing their own profile

and that of Arden within the local community. The Team become positive role models for students in all year groups and

are particularly active in welcoming the new Year 7 pupils when they start in September. 

It is a privilege to watch Arden’s Senior Pupils

mature as the year progresses, working as a

cohesive team at many events during the

school year. One of the first ‘duties’ the new

team undertakes is that of welcoming the Year

11 students returning for their Prom in June.

We would like to congratulate them on their

appointment and wish them well for the

forthcoming year. We are certain they will

do themselves and Arden proud.

Pictured above, right: Outgoing 2013-14 Head Boy, Billy Penny; the new 2014-15 Head Boy, 
Joe Craven; the new 2014-15 Head Girl, Hannah Northam; and outgoing 2013-14 Head Girl, Eleanor Wilkes



P
resentation Evening is always a special date in Arden’s calendar, but

this year in particular it was an honour to acknowledge the superb

results of our former Year 11 and Year 13 cohorts, who had achieved

the best results EVER in their GCSE and A Level exams.

The Evening also provided a fantastic opportunity to pay tribute to some

individual success stories. Alexandre Richard was awarded the prestigious

‘Governors’ Cup’ in recognition of his special contribution to the school,

Thomas Hornigold’s outstanding A Level results were recognised with

‘The Cadbury Prize’. Other awards included Grace Randall who was

presented with ‘The Knowle Society Prize for Endeavour and Commitment

to the Community’, and Katherine Wood and Bradley Stonehewer who

received ‘The Janet Nash Maths Award’. The Principal’s Prize for Year 11

went to Hannah Stephens and Robert Billingham, with Joe Wykes being

presented with The Sixth Form Principal’s Prize.

The evening was a huge success, being enjoyed by students, parents,

staff and guests alike. Musical interludes were provided by the Senior

Wind Band, The Chamber Choir, Ardenaires and B.A.T.S. Former Head Boy,

Alex Cardall and Head Girl, Hannah Colbert provided a humorous

recollection of their years at Arden, with Joe Wykes and Georgia Vinall

talking about the Arden Sixth Form.

The Rt. Rev. David Urquhart gave an engaging talk, entertaining the

audience with reminiscences about life after school and the opportunities

it can bring. Thank you to everyone who attended and who helped make

the evening so special.

Pictured, top: The Mayor of Solihull, Councillor Joe Tildesley; Chair of Governors, Dr
Celia O’Donovan and The Rt.Rev. David Urquhart, Bishop of Birmingham. 

Pictured, left: Senior Pupils Katie Smith, Jacob Delaney, The Rt.Rev. David Urquhart, 
Bishop of Birmingham, presenting Laura Ventralla with her Subject Prize award

Pictured, bottom left: The Rt Rev. David Urquhart, Bishop of Birmingham presenting
Bradley Stonehewer with the Janet Nash Award for Mathematics.

Pictured, below: Senior Pupils Katie Smith and Jacob Delaney with 
2013 Governors’ Cup Winner Alexandre Richard.
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Centrick Property is a Midlands-

in Knowle High Street, city centre 
Birmingham, London and Nottingham. 
Established in 2005 by Solihull boy James 
Ackrill and his partners, our Knowle 

strong network of Centrick Property 
branches and looks after clients with 
residential properties to sell or let across 
the whole Solihull area, from beautiful 
10-bed estates with 2 acres of land to 

As a company that prides itself on 

we often offer work experience opportunities 
for anything from a week to a year for young 

like to work in the property industry. Now 
we are opening the doors to Arden School 
students to apply  for work experience during 
the school holidays, to apply just email your 
name, age and what interests you about 
property to solihull@centrickproperty.co.uk

young, dynamic team that work hard to 

our last bit of customer feedback and we 

High Street deals predominately with 
residential sales and lettings, as a group 
we don’t just specialise in one area and 

in most property sectors such as block 
management. So, if it’s better for you to sell 

your options, not just the one you enquired 
about. 

Are your kids budding property professionals?

What’s it like being a Centrick Property intern? 
By Liz Ward, Law Student

Address: 1683 High Street Knowle Solihull B93 0LL

01564 781055 (Knowle)
solihull@centrickproperty.co.uk 
www.centrickproperty.co.uk

Call Centrick Property now to get your free up to date market appraisal
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Year11Prom
Arden’s Year 11 students were blessed with a beautiful
evening for their Prom on Wednesday 20 June. The
fabulous night was a fitting finale to five great years at
Arden - although we’ll be welcoming back many of 
them to the Sixth Form in September of course.
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Year 11Prom The warm and sunny evening

added extra sparkle to an already glitzy event. The red

carpet was rolled out, crowds lined the drive and the

proud Form Tutors formed a ‘guard of honour’ alongside

the new Senior Pupil team, Mr Murphy and Mrs Crawford. 

Ms Veal was on ‘door duty’ as the limousines and cars

arrived - at times it was problematic as, despite her best

efforts, some doors remained firmly closed until the driver

remembered to release them! The students disembarked

with aplomb, looking as though they were born to a life of

red carpets, flash bulbs and paparazzi! 

The girls carried off their stunning dresses beautifully, not to

mention some death defying high heels! The boys certainly

didn’t let them down as most looked resplendent in very

smart suits.

Arden’s Main Hall was transformed into a ‘Grease’ theme
and the ‘photo booth’ was a huge attraction. After the
disco, the students departed for Hogarths Hotel to continue
their celebrations. It was a very special evening that will live
long in the memory of everyone in attendance!
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b
ack in September, Year 12 students and a number of staff

members ‘enjoyed’ an Induction trip to Wyedean/symonds Yat.

all have finally recovered although it took a while! departure day

dawned fairly cold, rainy and blustery. to say some were a little

apprehensive is probably an understatement, but by the time they

climbed down from the coach the clouds had parted and a little watery

sunshine battled its way through to warm worried faces! the first

adventure beckoned - canoeing or raft building on the river Wye.

everyone worked together as teams and they were soon wending their

merry way back up the mountain/hill?

Forty eight girls were cosy in the barn sleeping in dormitories, whilst

the rest, including our intrepid staff members, snuggled down in tents

with sleeping bags and pillows. although initially a little cold,

exhaustion soon took over as sleep beckoned, lasting through till the

next morning, when the day began with tasty sausage baps. 

after that came caving, rock climbing, a river walk, kayaking and high

ropes. It was brilliant to see how well everyone - young and old(ish!) -

adapted to each task and how well everyone got on and helped each

other. on the final day many, many students said how they had made

new friends from a variety of different schools and had enjoyed the

weekend tremendously.

We were lucky with the weather, barely seeing any rain - and actually

quite a bit of sunshine. our legs are now like iron girders from all the

walking and physical activities. however, the promise of sunday dinner

and warm pyjamas beckoned and it was great to arrive back at arden.

Below: Emily Fisher and Martha Rowe

Year12 Induction

Joel Penter, James Wren, Charlie Hancox, Jack Partridge, Suzanne Hounsell and Hannah Bull.

Hannah Colbert, Lauren Jones, Rhiannon Rymer-Baugh and Emma Catton.

Alex Richard, Dr Graham Smye, Charlie Hancox
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WWI
the first global conflict that heralded the birth of the modern era started 100 years ago
this year. It seems like ancient history now, but the terrible loss of life and huge political
changes it ushered in still affect our daily lives today. arden’s World War one
commemorations started last november with a visit by a living history ‘tommy' to Year 9
students as part of their work on twentieth Century conflict in history.



In February arden launched a Family learning Project for

students from Years 8 and 9. Working along with their families,

they did research on either a story of a local person involved

in WW1, or someone from their own family. this project was

inspired by the work of Knowle society, and particularly Janet

ezren who is preparing for their ‘they were all heroes’

exhibition at Knowle village hall on 2-4 august. 

these assignments were linked to an e-twinning project that

had been set up by arden through the british Council's

dedicated twinspace site. the project, which is called ‘WW1

Keeping Connected’ brings together schools from countries

involved in the war. arden worked with five other schools; two

in France, two in turkey and one in northern Italy.  students

in each school did research on the war and uploaded their

work to the projects twinspace website. a school from la

Ciotat, France and the one in northern Italy also joined us

via skype on several occasions, enabling students to use their

language skills and share their work.

the history department received poppy seeds from the royal

british legion’s heritage lottery Fund project and it was

decided that it would be fitting to plant them in a special event

which was held on Friday 27 June in a marquee on the front

lawn.  We are grateful to Construction services for supporting

this event. alongside our community partners, we were

honoured to welcome the rt hon Caroline spelman MP, the

Mayor of solihull, Councillor Mrs Kate Wild, as well as

representatives from many local groups. 
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WWI

Oppposite: WW1 saw the first use of mechanised armour, these lumbering British 
monsters were code named ‘Tanks’ in the hope of convincing German radio 
interceptors that the large steel constructions were actually designed to hold water.

Right: Deadlocked trench warfare saw the introduction of horrific weapons like poison gas.

Pictured below: Memorabilia donated by Frontline Living History.



Guests were treated to some wonderful musical and dramatic performances

from students, displays featuring some brilliant artwork inspired by war and

conflict from Year 8 pupils and exhibitions and artefacts from the Knowle

society, the Knowle local history Group and Frontline living history.  the

event was drawn to a fitting close by the guests planting the seeds in a special

area of the school grounds. I look forward to seeing them develop into a

permanent and fitting reminder of this terrible conflict over the coming years.

We have also put a bid into the heritage lottery Fund to hold a summer school

dedicated to WW1 where students will have workshops on different aspects of

the war, going-on to present their research to parents and the community on

the Wednesday night of the summer school week. they will then travel to Ypres

on the belgian/French border to visit important battlefield sites, museums and

lay a Poppy Wreath during the last Post Ceremony at the Menin Gate Memorial.

the historians involved in the summer school will also be running workshops

for history and english in the autumn term and the summer school students

will be sharing their projects. the history department are also running a trip

to Ypres with 80 of our Year 9 pupils in october.

We are looking forward to more events, particularly involving the community

and school in other countries over the four years of the commemoration. 

Mrs allton

Pictured Opposite: Mr Martin Murphy, Jonathan Bolton, Mrs Sylvia Moody of The Royal British Legion Women’s
Section, Katherine Ginty and Royal British Legion Branch Standard Bearer Mr Colin Hanney

Pictured Below: Kavi Chauhan, Charlotte Bowen, Cllr Mrs Kate Wild, Mayor of Solihull, Samuel Gardiner and
Jack Gould.

Pictured Right: Soldiers from across the Commonwealth, including India, Africa, Australia, New Zealand and
Canada fought alongside British troops.

Pictured Below, right: Isla Chaplin, Jonathan Bolton and the Rt Hon Caroline Spelman MP.
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GermanExchange
In January 2014 eleven Year 9 students went to Germany for an exchange between the albert einstein school and

arden. Flying from birmingham airport, we arrived on saturday evening to find our German families waving welcome

banners for our arrival in schwalbach. We separated from our arden friends and stayed our first night in a German

home. on sunday we spent the day with our families, some of us toured Frankfurt, whilst some went mini-golfing.

on Monday morning we experienced two German lessons, before being introduced to the school by headmistress,

Frau horn. We then walked to the rathaus (town hall) to meet the Mayoress of schwalbach. We asked her questions

in German about the links between schwalbach and solihull and about the activities for young people in Frankfurt.

For some the school day finished at 1:30pm, these students spent the rest of the day with their exchange partners.

however, other english students had a two hour Pe lesson with their exchange partners.

on tuesday we travelled into Frankfurt on the train and went up the Commerzbank, which is one of the tallest

skyscrapers in Germany. It’s 53 floors high and there was an amazing view from the very top. afterwards we had free

time to go shopping and exploring Frankfurt.

We were lucky enough to go to schloss Freundenberg on Wednesday, which is a museum of the senses. We experienced

a sound room, which was filled with musical instruments, the ice room had a temperature of -22ºC and featured

various ice sculptures and activities. there was the blind bar in a pitch-black room, where you were served drinks and

food in the dark. We also went on a walk through the forest bare foot, making our feet extremely cold!

on thursday we travelled to Mainz on a double decker train to visit the famous Gutenberg Printing Museum. We had

a tour in english around the museum, during which we learnt about Gutenberg’s history and saw FIve of the original

Gutenberg bibles, which were the first books ever printed. afterwards, we went to the printing studio, where we made

our own prints which were sent back to england. then it was time to go shopping around Mainz!

Friday was our last full day in Germany and we spent it at school with our exchange partners. everybody at the albert

einstein school was really friendly and we didn’t feel too ‘foreign’ because no one had to wear uniform anyway. In

the evening we all went bowling together, which was really fun and a nice way to spend the evening. 

the final day was saturday and we got to spend it with our exchange families, before travelling to the airport for the

flight home. We waved our goodbyes and then travelled back to england. then, it would only be five months until we

would see our exchange friends again for their visit to england!

Written by holly Koumides and anna Jonker

The Return Match
June saw the ‘return’ match of this programme, with arden students and their families welcoming the latest group of

German students from albert einstein schule. our visiting friends had a busy schedule, the highlight of which was

meeting the Mayor of solihull – Councillor Joe tildesley in his office. they also enjoyed many cultural experiences,

including visiting the black Country Museum, Warwick Castle and stratford-upon-avon. 

arden’s links to the school reflect those of solihull itself which has been officially linked to Main-taunus-Kreis since

March 1992, although the twinning committee had been operating since 1984. the association seeks to cultivate

international relationships, promoting cultural knowledge and awareness.

Mr Murphy, arden Principal commented, “one of arden’s stated aims is to teach our students about community spirit

and our place in the global village. this exchange programme provides an excellent opportunity for our students to

experience this international fraternity and in doing so they become the successful world citizens of the future”.

We would like to thank the families who made our guests so welcome and everyone who ensured the exchange was

such an outstanding success for all the students.



Visit to poland
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Day One

It was 11:50pm on Saturday night, I was exhausted and wanted to go to bed. I was

nervous about going to Poland as it was my first residential trip. On the coach journey,

most people went to sleep – we knew the day ahead would be long and tiring! We

eventually got to London Southend Airport at about 3.00am, but it was closed so we

had to stay in the coach for over an hour and wait until it opened at 4.00am...

The hours passed quickly and we landed at John Paul II Airport, Krakow. The weather

was hot and sunny, which made the views of Krakow even more amazing from the

coach; my first impression of the city was that it was simply beautiful. We arrived at

Hotel Galicya and, after quickly unpacking and lunch at the Hotel, it was time to go

out sightseeing and exploring in the town square! 

Walking through Krakow, I must admit we got a little lost. Various stops to check the

map, then locating and studying a big map and getting a bit frustrated because of

all the walking in circles. Finally the teachers led us into the St Mary’s Town Square

where we saw St Barbara’s Church, the Wawel Royal Castle and more. Mr Halligan

gave us some quick facts about the monuments and buildings. We then separated

into small groups for an hour and a half to enjoy the Town Square and market. The

weather had now changed dramatically since we arrived, it was freezing and raining

quite hard. 

After a tiring, but enjoyable afternoon in the Town Square, it was time to take the

Tram back to the Hotel for tea and an early night in preparation for an early start the

next day. There was some trepidation, as we knew it would be an emotional day

visiting Auschwitz. Everyone had to get up at 6.00am, have breakfast and get ready

fairly quickly. Apparently Miss Lett and Miss Duerdin came into our room early in the

morning and sang to get us out of bed, but I slept through it all! 

Day Two

Auschwitz was a very worthwhile, interesting, but emotional experience. Usually I’m

pretty weepy at anything sad, but I managed to stay strong, although I did cry a bit.

It was very moving for everyone to see how all the people were treated there. We

walked through the ‘Arbeit Macht Frei’ entrance gates with a sense of trepidation;

more than a million people had died here. First, we had a tour, which included seeing

people’s belongings, documents and information about Auschwitz. We then went

to Birkeneau, the second part of Auschwitz where we saw things such as remains

and a railway wagon. It’s important to learn about how badly people were treated

to ensure it does not happen again. 

Everyone was shocked at the conditions people had suffered. After going up the

watchtower and quickly eating a packed lunch on the coach, we then went to have

a workshop about children in the Holocaust. 

In the evening, it was time to take our minds off the sad day, bowling at the Pink

Bowling Plaza was great fun and helped lighten the mood. 

Day Three

Tuesday morning was our last day in Poland, which meant that we were going to

visit a Salt Mine, followed by Schindler’s famous factory and then a tour of Krakow.

Next we travelled by coach to the Wieliczka Salt Mine. Walking down the 380 step

staircase to Level 1 consisted of occasional stops for photos and a lot of moaning!

The Polish guide gave us some fascinating facts at each level about the history of the

mines and the various sculptures and exhibitions. We were led down staircases,

through small chambers, into cavernous halls, past chapels and around lakes deep

underground. Everything there was carved out of the rock salt, so you could lick the

walls - although only a few of us actually did try it! The tour took approximately three

hours altogether, which was a long time walking but the mines were very interesting

and worth a visit. It had stops for souvenirs and snacks followed by a claustrophobic,

small and quick lift that brought us back up.

In the afternoon we went on a tour of the city. The tour guide took us to

different locations in Krakow and told us more about the buildings there,

which was followed by a trip to Schindler’s Factory. The factory was a

historical museum mainly about Germany and the Jewish prisoners of

Plaszow leading up to and during World War Two and Krakow under the

Nazi Occupation. There was a map of the invasion of Krakow as well as

photos and displays. We had a guided tour round which included lots of

videos and interactive exhibits. Seeing Schindler’s office was great, though

almost everything in the museum was reconstructed; the only original

thing being Oscar Schindler’s chair. The factory was very interesting and,

though everyone enjoyed it, we had expected there to be more about

the man himself. 

After a short coach ride, we set out to explore the city one last time with

our guide and learnt the history of Krakow. We went to the magnificent

Wawel Castle and Cathedral and saw some stunning views of the Wistula

River and city. There was a dragon sculpture by the Castle which breathes

fire every few minutes – although no one believed it!  There was a lot of

waiting around in the cold with nothing happening, we were all laughing,

so a lot of people missed the little flame when it appeared! 

We stopped in the castle’s beautiful arcaded courtyard for a group photo, it

was built in the sixteenth century in a Renaissance style. We then continued

the tour to the town square where our guide told us about the kings and

queens of Poland and the many churches, such as the St Mary Balisica. 

We returned to the hotel for tea and then spent some time packing, but

not for long as we had the quiz to do! The teachers read out a variety of

questions, starting off with general knowledge, then as we expected there

were exam questions about different topics that people doing the exam

had to learn! We especially enjoyed the Disney round at the end. The team

called ‘I’m too tired to think of a name’ won.

Day Four

I felt a mix of emotions about going back to Knowle. I loved Poland and

wanted a few more days there as I knew I’d be going home to revision,

but I was looking forward to getting home as well. 

I thoroughly enjoyed my Polish experience and I’m thrilled that I was

offered the opportunity to go on such an interesting trip. Furthermore, I

got to know and make friends with new people which was one of my

favourite things about the trip. All the historical places we visited were

fascinating and the historic city is amazing and beautiful - somewhere that

I’d love to return to. 

Thank you to all the teachers, especially Miss Lett who organised such an

enjoyable trip. Poland was incredible; very tiring, emotional and fun! 

Imogen Rowe

Pictured:

Top: The main square in Krakow.

Centre: Wawel Royal Castle.

Bottom right: The amazing Wieliczka Salt Mines. 

Bottom, left: Oscar Schindler who was responsible for saving over 1,000 Jews from the
Nazis.
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Paris Trip
At 6.30am on Friday 21 April, while others were still tucked up in bed asleep,
18 pupils from Arden were heading off for a weekend stay in Paris! Our voyage
to the Campus was reached after a slow ferry ride and a nine hour coach
journey, which meant we were all exhausted when we arrived at the newly-
built Campus at 7.00pm. After dinner we went straight to bed, all buzzing with
the thought of a day in Disneyland, Paris the next day!
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Year 9 French Pen Pal experience

Earlier this year, our Year 9 French class were fortunate to be matched with French Pen Pals at College du Kochersberg at

Marlenheim near Strasbourg, who we could send letters and emails to. Initially we started out by simply sending emails, but

more recently we were lucky enough to meet our French counterparts when they visited Arden during a trip to England.

The idea of the day in Knowle was to get to know them and to socialise with our French friends. We each spent the whole day

with our Pen Pal. We spent part of the morning doing language activities and generally getting to know each other. Some of the

questions were very random, such as ‘Do you like carrots?’, but some were very personal, for example ‘What are your parents’

jobs?’ We then had elevenses and moved on to activities in the Sports Hall. These activities included Hoola Hooping, Obstacle

Racing and Chinese Whispers. Everyone was surprisingly competitive, especially when it came to the races!

After lunch, we went into Knowle to carry out our task to find out all sorts of facts from the shops and restaurants of the village.

My Pen Pal and his ‘copains’ were very good at this, as they were good at reading signs. At the end of the day, the boys shook

hands and the girls cried and we waved them all off, as we went to Period 5 and they went shopping to Touchwood!

I hope they enjoyed it, I’m sure I speak for everyone else in the class when I say we thoroughly enjoyed meeting them and

would love to see them again – and maybe for a bit longer! 

Contributed by Stefan Mason
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When we were on our way to Disneyland, I don’t think I’ve ever been more

excited! On reaching the park, I found it was just as I’d imagined. The whirling

noise and flashing lights tempted us all as we queued to ride on the many

spectacular amusements. 

After around three hours in Disneyland, we moved on to another part of the park;

The Walt Disney Studios, home of the famous Hollywood Tower. Another three

hours at the park, and we were loaded with souvenirs, our knees were shaking

from the exhilarating rides and we were still looking back on the fabulous ‘Wild

West Dinner Show’ which featured live bulls and horses!

The next day we visited the main monuments and centre of Paris. First up. our

coach pulled up at the immense ‘Stade de France’ which was the stadium used

for the 2006 Football World Cup. Afterwards, we visited the famous Sacré Coeur

Basilica and Monmatre, where I got my portrait done by one of the many artists. 

We then went on a boat tour along the River Seine through Paris and saw all

the historic museums and bridges, as well as the world-famous Louvre which

we visited. I got to see the Mona Lisa, which was a big honour for me as I’d

been longing to see it forever! Sadly we didn’t get to go up the Eiffel Tower,

but we DID get a view from the tallest building in Paris, which overlooked

almost the entire city - the perfect end to the perfect weekend!

We would like to thank Mr Edgington and Mrs Barrett and everyone

who helped organise the day ...Merci!

Emily Cray 8E

Arden PTA
Arden Parents-Teachers’ Association consists of a group of extremely committed parents and helpers who work very hard on behalf

of the School. Each year they raise around £20,000 for the benefit of Arden students. They run a number of high profile and highly

successful fundraising events over the year, such as Family Fireworks, Holly Bash and Quiz evening. 

This year Arden has seen the PTA raise funds to support the purchase of new iPads for the Creative Arts & Technology Department,

Sixth Form resources for Library and four new Table Tennis tables.

The PTA is always looking for extra support and for new people to join the Committee, which

meets once a month at the school. Each meeting is attended by a member of the

Arden Management Team, helping make these meetings a great

opportunity to share information.

As an Arden parent, if you can spare just a couple hours of your time

each month and if you have some great fundraising ideas, then please

consider joining the Arden PTA - we would love to see you!

Mr Murphy and everyone at Arden would like to take this

opportunity to extend sincere thanks and appreciation to the

committee and all those who have helped organise and 

support events this year.
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It almost seems a lifetime ago now, but way back in November 2013, twenty one Arden Sixth Form students

travelled to Leeds Metropolitan University to meet with other students and the volunteer co-ordinator to find

out about a potential trip to South Africa. This was the start of an adventure that will see eight lucky Arden

Sixth Form students travel to Schitsdrift School in the beautiful, but remote Kwazulu Natal area of the country.

Once at the University our students were treated to a presentation about the school; the area, the local

people and where they will be staying. From there they were provided with a tour of the University, as well

as visiting the very famous Headingley Carnegie Stadium, home to the glorious international rugby and cricket

grounds. It was clear from the presentations they received that students will have to work incredibly hard,

and that the experience will often challenge them physically, as well as emotionally. This will be a very

daunting task, but also an extremely exciting 'once in a lifetime' event. 

The selection process was vigorous and students performed extremely well with their enthusiasm and passion

clear to see. However, numbers were limited and after lengthy discussions between Barry Dale and Sue

Owen from the Knowle & Dorridge Lions, Arden Principal, Martin Murphy, David Parman, Head of Sixth Form,

and Sandra Shuff, Deputy Head of Sixth Form finally selected eight students to take part in the project.

Our successful volunteers have been really busy with their fundraising efforts. Each one has had to raise

approximately £1,700 to cover the cost of their flights and accommodation, which has meant they’ve been

very busy thinking of ways to raise the necessary funds. With help from their parents they’ve organised cake

sales at school and the local hospital, bag packing in local supermarkets, raffles, and even took part in the

Knowle Fun Run! During ‘Sports Relief Day’, they decided to sell chocolate and confectionery to the rest of

the school – including to most of the staff who suddenly developed very sweet teeth! 

The Sixth Formers made £895.00 profit from the chocolate sale alone; a fantastic amount which is in addition

to raising the funds to support their own trip! The money has now been sent to Lynette & Raymond Heron

at Spion Kop, who are providing the momentum behind the vast improvements at Schitsdrift School. The

money will be spent on sports equipment for the children there, something we are sure will have a huge

positive impact on their daily lives.

The week of June 23 saw the Sixth Formers undertaking a period of work experience in a local primary

school to ensure they have the skills to teach the children at Schitsdrift, as well as imparting some knowledge

to the teachers at the school, particularly in ICT. We are all very proud of them and hope that this venture is

the first of many such important trips.

The students leave for South Africa on the 17 July, a twenty four hour trip, arriving back the day before their

A Level results. We know they will be fantastic ambassadors for Arden.  We are sure they will have an

invaluable impact on the lives of the children and staff at the school with their boundless enthusiasm,

knowledge and sense of fun.

We are really grateful to the Knowle & Dorridge Lions who have offered so much support in getting this

project off the ground and of course the parents of all the students involved who have been fabulous in

supporting many of the fundraising activities. 

Pictured opposite, top: Holly Frampton, Elise Smith, Ryan Clarke, Beth Clarke, Hannah Stephens, Lydia-Beth Joyce and 
Angus Stewart-Robinson

Pictured opposite, bottom right: Ryan Clarke, Elise Smith, Holly Frampton, Leni Harvey and Angus Stewart-Robinson.

Pictured opposite, bottom left: Ryan Clarke, Hannah Stephens, Angus Stewart-Robinson, Beth Clarke, Lydia-Beth Joyce, 
Elise Smith, Holly Frampton and Leni Harvey.
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b I r M I n G h a M  M U s e U M  P ro J e Ct
our Family learning Project for Year 7, which was run in conjunction with birmingham

Museums, surpassed all of our expectations, really raising the bar on just what our

talented young students can achieve. � the students first became involved towards

the end of Year 6 when they were visited in their Primaries by learning officers from

birmingham Museums who told them about the nine different museums around

the City that they could visit. Pupils then had six months, from June of Year 6 to

december of Year 7, to visit at least one of the museums and to create something

inspired by what they had seen. � the finished results were fabulous – ranging from

costumes, ceramics, displays, sculpture, jewellery, artwork, photomontages, websites

and videos to models and poems. the Year 7 pupils showed us just how creative

they could be!  Four Year 9 pupils assisted, acting as curators to put the exhibition

together. � We’re in the process of relaunching the project with next year’s Year 7,

and after the fantastic work this year we’re looking forward to seeing the amazing

ideas we’re sure they’ll also come up with.

a r d e n Ad  ALT IOrA I s s U e F I v e

InBrief
Hannah’s
Outstanding
Dance
Skills
Earlier in the year Hannah Northam’s
exceptional dance talent was
recognised during her Grade 6 Ballet
exam. The examiner commented on
her “outstanding technical ability,
natural flair and style” and nominated
her to attend the IDTA Theatre Dance
Awards Ceremony in February.

Students are nominated when the
Examiner feels that they have
achieved a “performance and
technical level worthy of extra special
note” in Grade 4 and above. This
usually goes hand-in-hand with a very
high Distinction mark of 90% or above
and is only awarded to about 50
students nationally in each discipline.

This is a really fantastic achievement
for Hannah and recognition of her
incredible hard work and commitment.
Hannah has been dancing since she
was four years old and practices for
eight hours each Saturday across
seven disciplines of dance: Classical
Ballet, Modern, Tap, Freestyle/Street,
Musical Theatre, Gymnastics and
Theatre Craft. In addition to all this
hard work she is also a very valuable
member of the Arden Dance Company.

We wish Hannah the very best of luck
in all her dance endeavours – although
we’re sure she won’t need it!

During September and October 2013, Arden Maths Teacher, Ms

Peapell pledged to undertake three challenges as part of ‘Team

Hope Ladies’. This is the account of her adventure!

“On 1 September I did a 13,000 ft tandem skydive, which was scary

but totally breathtaking. The following weekend I took part in the

Wolf Run, a 10 km obstacle course with lots of mud and water. Finally,

I ran the Birmingham Half Marathon.

After days of rain, the morning of the Half Marathon dawned bright

and sunny. The course takes in some of the city's most iconic sights

including the Bullring, the Cadbury factory in Bournville and Edgbaston

Cricket Ground. Live music from 'bands on the run' kept me motivated

every step of the way and thousands of supporters turned out along

the route and cheered finishers across the line. Having heard from

multiple sources about the infamous 'hill' 12 miles in - I was dreading

it but was pleased to find it no problem! I finished in 1 hour 36

minutes which was amazing.

An additional challenge for 2014 was ‘Hope24’, a 24 hour trail run

over laps of a five mile off-road course in Devon which took place

on 10 and 11 May. This was a huge leap into the unknown for me,

having not previously run for more than 4 hours at a stretch. I managed

to run 75 miles in the 24 hour time period and am now looking

forward to breaking 100 mile landmark in future events!”

I committed to these events as part of Team Hope Ladies to raise money

for 'Hope for Children'. The charity works with the millions of youngsters

around the world who do not have enough food to eat, who cannot

attend school, live in slums or on the streets, suffer from untreated

diseases, are abused and mistreated, who never get the opportunities

that we take for granted and who often die before their time. 

Visit www.hope-for-children.org/ for more detailed information.

If anyone would like to donate to this important cause they can visit

https://teamhope.everydayhero.com/uk/liz-team-hope-ladies No

matter how small the amount, I would be very grateful - every penny

counts. Thank you

2014 Schools Challenge
During the recent roadshow, the pupils were invited to enter a competition to

produce a two minute video showing how physics can be used in everyday

life. Three of our pupils; Max Topham-Steele, Gianluca Cantone and

Matthew Best produced a film that demonstrated electro-magnetism in

microwave ovens. Their film won first prize so BAE Systems returned to school

to deliver an assembly during which the pupils were presented with their prize

and their film was shown to their peers. 

Not only did the pupils receive High Street Vouchers each, but they also

won a resource for the school produced by the Royal Academy of

Engineering, which will be used to help encourage more Arden pupils to

consider careers in Engineering in the future. 

Photograph: left-right, Scott Reid (BAE Systems), Max Topham-Steele, Gianluca Cantone, Richard

Hodnett (BAE Systems Apprentice)

Our intrepid Ms Peapell
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Arden awarded
prestigious 
‘Green Flag’ status
Eco-Schools is an international award programme that guides

schools on their sustainability journey. Arden had already achieved

Bronze and Silver awards, but late in 2013 our Eco-Schools

Committee put in an application for the prestigious Green Flag status. 

On Wednesday 9 October, we were informed that an assessor

would be visiting in just two days’ time! The tour involved a

general inspection of the site, as well as talking to specific

teachers about how their subject has been contributing to the

programme. When the tour was completed, the Assessor spoke

with the students on the Committee and looked through the

evidence file. 

We had to wait until Monday before being told that we had

achieved our goal and in fact were the FIRST secondary school in

the borough to achieve ‘Green Flag’ status.

Pictured, Arden’s Eco-Committee members: Max Field, Balwant Rai, Jonathan Bolton,
Jack Bailey, Alisha Sharma, Nicole Rose and Peter Fitzroy with Mrs Allton and Mr Murphy. 

Soroptimist International 
Public Speaking Competition

Founded in 1921, Soroptimist International is a worldwide volunteer

organisation for business and professional women who work to

improve the lives of women and girls, in local communities and

throughout the world. The local branch, Midland Arden, recently

organised a public speaking competition.

The participating schools were from Warwickshire, Oxfordshire,

Worcestershire and the West Midlands, with subjects ranging from,

‘how high can a girl fly?’ to ‘is technology a substitute for the human

brain?’. The speeches took place in Solihull Civic Centre in front of

Caroline Spelman MP, the Mayor, many Councillors and members

of the public. The standard was exceptionally high; all who spoke

were inspiring, passionate, eloquent and convincing. 

We were delighted with the performance of both Tom Briggs and

Maddie Parkin, two brave Arden Sixth Formers, but special mention

must go to Tom for getting second prize. He spoke wonderfully with

wit, confidence and flair, on the reasons for technology failing to be

a substitute for the creativity and imagination of the human brain. He

won £100 and Arden gets to hold on to the trophy until the next

competition, which takes place in Stratford in March, 2015. 

We will need to start looking for the next Tom and Maddie - so

that Arden can be just as impressive again!

BTEC Construction visit 

Back in October, the new BTEC Construction course got off to

a great start when they were invited to visit the new Heart of

Shirley development known as ‘Parkgate’. The development

consists of a major new Asda store, with surrounding retail

units and accommodation. The visit gave the students an

insight into the various careers that are available in the sector

and instilled a great passion for their subject and the

opportunities it could bring.

The students were made very welcome, being given a lecture

on Health & Safety and a presentation on the background to

the development. They were then given a guided tour of the

whole site; from the 600 space underground carpark to the

vast expanse of the Asda store itself, and were given

fascinating explanations of the building techniques,

requirements and standards required in modern construction.

Our BTEC Construction trainees were then briefed projected

completion and the approximate value of the works.

Mr Eades, who organised the visit for the students said “I feel

site visits are a very important part of the learning process for

young students. The information they require to complete the

courses and gain knowledge and understanding can be

taught from books without having to leave the classroom,

however, you cannot get a better feel for, or gain a better

understanding, than being in the middle of a real

construction site and physically see the scale, complexity and

diversity of trades, skills and activities that are required to

assemble a building. This really helps the kinaesthetic learners

that need a more visual learning approach and helps to

reinforce the learning that takes place within the classroom.”
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Creative

ShrapnelIV

W
ho would have thought it? november saw the

FoUrth successive year of writers visiting arden and

running workshops for pupils interested in creative

writing. this year, around 80 pupils, from Years 7 to 13 met with either

Martyn bedford, author of Flip, or Gillian Cross, author of many, many

novels for children, including the demon headmaster series, for a two

hour workshop. 

as with previous years we were very lucky to have these prestigious

visitors, they were incredibly impressed with the standard of our pupils’

ideas and writing. Martyn also teaches creative writing at University level

and specifically commented that our sixth Form read even more widely

than his current degree students - and that their writing is also better!

as always, the idea was that writing produced in the workshops is

developed further and handed in to me so that I can publish a book

collecting together amazing stories from our talented writers. everyone

who took part enjoyed the workshops and eagerly asked that we

repeat the experience next year. that of course was always the plan! 

as always, comments from pupils are more valuable than mine, so I

give you some of their feedback: “It was really good fun!”, “I will always

remember that characters must be human and have fear and hopes”,

“I really enjoyed the smoothness of the organisation”, “I liked that I

was able to come away with a piece of writing”, and “Please can we

do it for a whole day next time? or a whole week?”

We’re hoping to produce a special edition of Creative shrapnel this

year in addition to the standard one. It’s all rather exciting!

Main Picture: Shirin Anari and author Gillian Cross

Inset: Martyn Bedford with Sixth Form students Matthew Seaton and Ben Morris.
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Business leaders of the future
Business-savvy students from Arden’s Sixth Form beat off stiff competition

from seventeen other local teams to win the Birmingham heat of the

BASE competition at Edgbaston Cricket Ground on Tuesday 25 February.

This is a national business skills competition run by chartered

accountancy body, ICAEW. Tom Madden, ICAEW Regional Director

Midlands, said “Employers seeking talented school leavers from the

locality should engage with this event. These students are so impressive.”

The mentor of the winning team, Vijay Merchant of KPMG said “This

was a great team and they all showed the signs both individually and

working as a team of becoming excellent business leaders of the

future. Well done!”

Arden’s talented team went on to represent our region at the National

Final at the Hilton Metropole Hotel, Birmingham on Wednesday 25 June

2014. They performed brilliantly, offering an imaginative solution to the

project with a confident and engaging presentation. At the formal awards

dinner that night, Tom Mackay particularly praised the team for the

overwhelming creativity of their idea and commented on the fact that

young people could acquit themselves so well in such a difficult task. 

Photograph, above: ICAEW Winners Left to Right: Elise McCrone, Joe Lowe, Amrita
Kandhola, Michael Thomas, James Leaper and Lemar Chandegra.

Arden’s Year 10 Waiters
Our Year 10 Catering & Home Economics groups were recently invited

to attend an event at University College, Birmingham in connection

with ‘National Waiters’ Day’. The students experienced what it was like

to provide Silver Service to guests in ‘The Atrium’ and ‘Brasserie’, where

they served over fifty paying guests. They also gained an insight into

‘Front of House’ duties while they were there. It was a fantastic

experience for our students and they really enjoyed the day. Thanks

to University College, Birmingham who made the day such a success.

Photograph: Left to right, India Williams, Max Field, Mrs Herbert, Mrs Hull, Hubert
LaForge (Restaurant Manager), Oliver Russell & Luke Scyner

UKMT Maths Challenge
On Friday March 28 2014 I accompanied four brilliant young

Mathematicians; Rohan Dehele, Jonathan Bolton, Megan Burn and

Chloe Mychajluk; to Myton School in Warwick to take part in the

UKMT Team Mathematics Challenge. 

We had very little preparation and knew we were up against some

tough competition in Solihull School, Warwick School and various

other Grammar and Private schools. We arrived in the morning and

our students were really focused and ready to take on any challenge

that was thrown at them. 

They had to complete a Group Challenge, answering some really tricky

problems, a Relay Round where they worked in pairs to establish the

correct answers to complete the next question, and a Crossnumber

Challenge that I don’t think I would be able to do if I tried. 

The Arden Mathematicians excelled in all rounds and kept up a good

position throughout the day, working really hard to come and a

fantastic sixth out of 21 schools. I was really proud to see how well

they worked as a team when we hadn’t prepared specially for it and

how they conducted themselves throughout the competition. I can

only hope next year we have a team that is as much of a credit to

Arden and is as successful as this one.

Miss Roche

Photograph: Rohan Dehele, Jonathan Bolton, Chloe Mychajluk and Megan Burn.
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‘Birmingham Made Me’ competition

R
ecently some of our Year 9 students had the opportunity to

take part in a regional competition organised by Birmingham

City University called ‘Birmingham Made Me’. The event gave

students the opportunity to design an innovative product that had

links to industry in and around Birmingham.

Two Arden students, Roisin Monaghan and Emily Priestley, were

deservedly shortlisted as finalists. The awards ceremony took place

at Millenium Point, where they eagerly awaited the final decision

of the judges. Unfortunately our girls didn’t win, but they did a

fantastic job and it was certainly a great experience for them. We

look forward to next year and seeing just how far we can go!

Roisin Monaghan & Emily Priestley

InBrief
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University of

Cambridge

Modern Foreign languages visit

On Tuesday 14 May, a group of talented Year 9 language

students were selected to visit Cambridge University. �

after a two hour journey, we were greeted by a University

lecturer, who took us to a lecture room. We then had

refreshments, whilst a language teacher, who is currently

doing a Phd to become of doctor of French language, gave

us a presentation about music in languages. We had to

guess what time period each piece of French music came

from, which was quite fun! after the presentation we were

given a booklet which featured different language activities

for us to do. our favourite activity was where we had to try

and translate different words into aztec, which was very

interesting! � afterwards, a lecturer from the German and

dutch department gave another presentation about

languages at Cambridge University. this was really

interesting because it highlighted the different language

courses you could take and what the University has to offer

as a whole. We really liked the way in which you’re allowed

to have a year out and travel to a different country to

practice your language skills in the third year of your course

which sounded really exciting! � once the presentations

had finished, we were then given a tour of selwyn College,

which is part of Cambridge University. It was a very

interesting place and had a guided tour to see what it was

like. We were shown the dining hall, Common rooms,

Chapel and library amongst others. It gave us a good idea

of what the whole place was like and provided us with a

sense of what it would be like to go there. � after lunch,

Miss haley and dr smye took us into Cambridge itself and

showed us some of the other Colleges and places linked

to the University. It was a really nice place and there were

lots of students around the town! We all found it a very

educational trip and had a lovely day. � Contributed by

lucy Munden and lydia Morris, Year 9.
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Year10 STEM Day

I
n October, Year 10 students were involved in a Science, Technology, Engineering

and Mathematics (STEM) Day. A representative from the independent educational

charity, The Smallpeice Trust, came into school and worked with the students to

improve their creative thinking and problem-solving skills.  They were set with the

task of designing a wind turbine. 

The students were split into small groups and, in addition to fulfilling the brief they

had been given, they had to give a presentation to their peers about the reason

behind their designs, build costs involved and potential impact on the environment. 

Top left, left to right: Annabelle Seaward, Toby Green, Samuel Gardiner and Ellie Rylah.

Left, left to right: Ben Arnold, Miranda Yates and Charlotte Bowen.

Below, left to right: Jonny Faulkener, Miranda Yates, Charlotte Bowen and Virginia Kinahan.
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I
t’s been another very successful year for our students in the global

‘Language Perfect’ competition and for the second year running, Arden

Academy is very proud to have come first in the UK – we even managed

to out-perform the excellent results achieved in 2013...

Over the ten days of the competition, all our students worked incredibly

hard, resulting in SIX ‘Elite’ Awards, 19 Gold, 4 ‘Silver’, 23 ‘Bronze’ and

23 ‘Credit’ awards. The top 6 Elite awards were Lauren Penny (Year 9),

Olivia Penny (Year 7), Max Nagra (Year 8), Annabelle Seaward (Year 10),

Shirin Anari (Year 9) and Anna Kirk (Year 8). 

Arden was also FIRST in the UK for German, French, Indonesian, Italian,

Maori and Chinese. Language Perfect has really helped students build

new vocabulary, grammar and reading and listening skills in the

languages they are studying, but it also encouraged students to explore

new languages and learn the basics of them as well. Learning all of the

verbs and conjugations, has helped prepare some students for GCSE

and has widened their range of vocabulary, as well as improving their

word order and sentence structure. It is a fun way of developing new

language skills and it is fun trying to compete with other students and

schools from around the world!

The competition originated in New Zealand, but has grown to

accommodate schools across the globe. Students earn points by

answering questions correctly and by revisiting vocabulary to test their

learning. Over 1,000 schools and some 300,000 students from around

the world compete for awards and prizes.

Arden was FIRST out of 76 schools in the UK! 

In 2014 we have achieved three million points, and in the World

Championships gained 280,420 points - more than 50,000 more

points than the 2013 score of 231,469. Whilst we were Britain’s BEST,

Arden was also placed an incredible fifteenth out of 878 schools in the

world in German and 37th in the world out of all 1,151 schools in the

competition - 6 places higher than 2013. Amazingly seven of our

students were placed in the UK TOP TWENTY, against an exceptional

four in 2013 top twenty. Arden’s Lauren Penny was placed SECOND for

the whole of the UK!

Photograph, Left to Right: Back Row, Mr Edgington (Head of Modern Foreign

Languages), Annabelle Seaward, Lauren Penny, Shirin Anari, Max Nagra, 

Mr Murphy (Arden Principal). Front row, Olivia Penny and Anna Kirk.

Arden’s six ‘Elite’ award students comprise:

Lauren Penny (9N, Aylward): SECOND in the UK and 47th worldwide

with 21,110 points

Olivia Penny (7E, Fleming): FIFTH in the UK and 133th worldwide.

Max Nagra (8D, Eliot): Was NINTH in the UK.

Annabelle Seaward (10S, Baird): TWELFTH in the UK.

Shirin Anari (9N, Aylward): SIXTEENTH in the UK.

Anna Kirk (8H, Fleming): NINETEENTH in the UK.

Special mention also for Alice Bryan (9E, Fleming) who was twentieth in

the UK and 8R, which gained most points as a tutor group. Top marks

to everyone who took part for delivering such an incredible performance

and sealing Arden's victory for a SECOND year running!

Contributed by Lauren and Olivia Penny

Arden’s linguists triumph 
for a SECOND year!
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Gymnastics at Arden continues to go from strength-to-strength!

In November we entered six teams into the West Midlands’

Championships, which were held at Fenton Manor in Stoke-on-Trent.

The gymnasts were accompanied by Mrs Bennett, Mr Pillinger and Mrs

Heard. There were many superb performances, and four of our six

teams WON their competition and went on to represent the West

Midlands in the National Finals in May. 

Sadly, we didn’t medal this year but were placed between fifth and

seventh out of the thirteen regions. Given that we are pitted against

many specialist gymnastics and private schools which have external

gymnastics clubs based in their school and employ high level coaches,

we do VERY well!

Huge thanks have to go to Harry Robinson in Year 13, who has been

a superb role model for Boys Gymnastics at Arden and who competed

for us in May, despite his looming exams. Many of the gymnasts train

regularly twice a week, and it is difficult to pick out individuals from

such an excellent group, however the highest scores in each team

were achieved by Will Hitchcock, Kristian Bennett, Emily Moore and

George Spittle-Maguire. Harry Boddington and Henry Thorneywork

both pulled-off fantastic vaults and are undoubtedly the most improved

performers in the team. 

In addition, the school entered the Milano Team Trio Competition, and

again enjoyed success at the National Finals. The U16 mixed team of

Ed Elvidge, Coel Taylor, Hannah Northam and Lois Mansbridge finished

in fourth place. 

Special thanks go to Lois who stepped in at the last minute to replace

a gymnast who had to pull out. The boys team of Will Hitchcock, Joe

Butler and Charlie May brought home Silver medals. Unlucky Josh Rice

was injured before the competition, but nonetheless was there to

support his Team.

Gymnastics
Prestigious Football title retained
After last year's victory the Arden Sixth Form Team was

under pressure to retain the Solihull Sixth Form Football

Trophy!

They faced a very determined and well organised Heart

of England side. Previous meetings with our perennial

opponents have been closely fought battles, with the

most recent match finishing 2-2. This game was no

different and for the first 40 minutes Heart of England

had the better chances.

Team Coach, Mr Pillinger changed some personnel at

half time, which soon proved to be a pivotal move as 

Todd Bonehill crossed the ball from the left wing to

Aaron Williams who latched onto the ball and scored,

despite the Goalkeeper's best efforts.

The second half was very open, end-to-end and free

flowing. The next goal was crucial and a moment of real

quality saw Brad Carpenter assist Joe Lowe turn in a very

cute finish for Arden's second goal. Aaron Williams

turned provider for Tom Biddle who scored late on to

round off a fantastic personal performance, delivering a

3-0 Arden in a very competitive match.

Man of the Match: Harry Morgan.

The Squad: Harry Morgan, Oliver Mason, Justin Singh,

Sonny Sohata, Michael Breslin, Daniel Coleman, Brad

Carpenter, Aaron Williams, Joe Lowe, Keishun Smith,

George Clarke, Sam Craven, Tom Biddle, Chris Reynolds,

Todd Bonehill and Connor Brown.

Football

Sportshall Athletics has been a really popular activity at Arden

and we have always fielded strong teams. The current Year 8

however, has taken the sport to a new level and it is a real shame for

them that the Regional Championships were cut from the programme

due to the withdrawal of their funding from Aviva Insurance.

Teams of eight compete in individual races, field events and relays and

it is a difficult job to select teams when we have so many talented

youngsters. More than 30 Year 8 pupils attended training regularly

throughout the year, with only half of them making the cut for the

team. Uptake from Year 7 was however, disappointing - especially from

the lads, but we just about managed to field a Boys’ Team. 

We competed in the South Solihull competition in February with Arden

dominating in most of the races. The Year 8 Boys’ and Girls’ Teams, along

with the Year 7 Girls cruised to comfortable victories, with the Year 7

Boys narrowly missing out to Lode Heath - coming in second place.

We then took the three winning teams to the county finals in March

to compete against the best from Coventry and Warwickshire. Arden

again looked polished, especially in the relays, and all three teams

WON - the best result we have ever had. 

Congratulations to all the Arden Athletes involved:

Year 8 Girls: Arrabella Trett, Emma Crampton, Ashleigh Bailey, Lucy

Connors, Keavy Monaghan, Amy Burton, Georgina Harris, Lucy Bugg,

Rosie Breslin, Freya Walker and Tori Gregory.

Year 8 Boys: Will Edwards, Sam Harris, Hallam Cox, Chris Denton,

Henry Thorneywork, Chris Bird, Jacob Arnold and Josh McCabe.

Year 7 Girls: Hannah Sankar, Sarah Crane, Zara Barton, Katie Fagg,

Katie Crompton, Mary Takwoingi, Annie Stanway and Kaili Woodward. 

Year 7 Boys: Daniel Manners, Mohamed Youssef, Joshua Glover,

Andreas Fatta, Luke Middleton, Ollie Smith, Dan Patterson, Thomas

O’Donnell and Owen McDougall.

Athletics
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We’re VERY pleased to announce that for the first time ever,

Arden has had THREE year groups in the Solihull Basketball

Finals, the Year 8, 9 and 10 teams certainly did us proud!

� The lads in Year 8 lost an outstanding game against

Alderbrook, finally being beaten by just a single 

point 28-29.

� Year 9 also narrowly lost a very competitive match 

against Heart of England, with a final score of 27-36.

� We’re very pleased to be able to say that Year 10 

BEAT Heart of England by 9 points, winning 34-25.

The standard of basketball on all sides was simply 

superb. Our teams have had a brilliant season, 

with over 120 boys representing the school 

from Years 7-13.
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Road to Rio STEM Event

In March Years 7 and 8 took part in a STEM event designed to excite

young people about careers in Science, Technology, Engineering and

Maths run by BAE Systems and the RAF Education Programme. The

event comprised a one hour presentation delivered to each year group

in which there were demonstrations that really brought Physics and

Maths to life. 

One of the demonstrations involved using only air to lift two of the

pupils off the ground. Another involved using a plastic bin filled with

smoke that had a hole in one end which demonstrated how air is

compressed when the space inside the bin is decreased forcing the

air out of a hole to make smoke rings. 

The pupils were also able to see how playing a keyboard could be

used to make electricity with a tesla coil. The roadshow demonstrated

to pupils how engineering developments are vital in fields, such as

sports equipment, for example wheelchairs and skeleton bobsleighs,

as well as better-known fields like transport. 

Primary Transition Visits

Over the past few weeks, a number of students from Years 7 to 10

have visited their old stomping grounds in order to show off new skills

they have gained at Arden. It has been a delight to be involved with

these Primary Transition Visits this year and I have been lucky enough

to work with an incredible team of confident writers.

About this time last year, Mr Burgess and I discussed the idea of giving

incoming Year 6 pupils a book full of short stories to help impress

upon them the importance of reading and writing at Arden. Having

searched unsuccessfully for a collection that met our, very high,

demands, I decided to create one using stories from previous editions

of our own creative writing anthology, ‘Creative Shrapnel’. 

And so, in June, accompanied by my able team and some very heavy

boxes, we met the vast majority of our new Year 7 and they were

taught new skills by our talented young writers. Visiting our feeder

primaries is a huge privilege and seeing the quality of work

produced in Year 6 is always fascinating, and educational, for any

teacher. I was really pleased by the level of involvement and

engagement shown by all of Year 6. In fact, in the words of Cath

Guevara, Year 6 leader at Dorridge “The children were buzzing

after your visit and very excited by the books. They are keen to

get reading - and one of them read a good chunk of it during

our play rehearsal in the second half of the morning!”

Being able to give them all a copy of the special edition

of Creative Shrapnel also felt great, having been made

possible by the generosity of Arden PTA - perfect

example of the magnificent work they do to support

pupils in the school.

Lisa Hodgkinson, Literacy Co-ordinator

Customer Service Day

F
riday 28 March saw our Year 11 Travel & Tourism students

visit Birmingham Airport to participate in a special Customer

Service Training Day (pictured below). 

The event was organised by Birmingham Airport in association with

Little Bird People Development. The main focus of the session was for

students to successfully complete coursework for their BTEC Travel and

Tourism course - Developing Customer Service Skills. 

The aim of the day was to enable the students to understand the

methods and techniques used to deliver effective Customer Service

and to develop and demonstrate Customer Service techniques and

skills. Students worked in small groups, learning about the role of

Customer Service, why it is so important to the airport and how to

achieve excellent Customer Service standards. 

The students had to respond to a letter of complaint and give out

leaflets promoting a new facility available for families and children, as

well as reviewing and responding to customer tweets and finally

making a presentation to a panel of senior staff at the airport. All of

the students used the skills and techniques required and approached

the tasks in a professional manner. 

The day was a huge success and the Arden students felt the

experience enhanced their knowledge and understanding of

Customer Service. It also gave them a welcome insight into the world

of work. It was a memorable day and all the students left with a real

sense of achievement. 

Thanks to the airport staff who contributed to the day and made it so

successful and such a worthwhile learning experience for our students. 

� Andy Holding: Community Affairs Officer. 

� Mandy Haque: Sales and Travel Trade Relationships Manager. 

� Alison Delaney: Company Director - Little Bird People Development. 

� David Lavendar: Press and Social Media Officer. 

� Jon Birnie: Airport Control Centre Manager.

ethIoPIa vIsIt
We Were extreMelY FortUnate to be given the opportunity to

visit our partner school in sendafa, ethiopia. the school link started

two years ago when Miss bain and Mrs robinson visited for the first

time and was developed as partnership by a charity called the Youth

sports trust in order to get more children participating in sport, in less

fortunate situations than we benefit from in Great britain. 

before our departure we filled our suitcases with sports equipment, such

as t-shirts and trainers for Pe lessons. Mr hooper also packed his beloved

tottenham hotspur shirts to (vainly!) try and win more spurs supporters!

When we visited the school, they were very proud to show us the

improvements they have made to their Pe department. they now have

more girls participating in Pe and are teaching a wider range of sports

compared to two years ago. they now also have the equipment to play

badminton, volleyball, table tennis, netball, basketball, and of course the

‘international language’ of football!

during our time in ethiopia we were able to watch classes and share

the curriculum we teach at arden, to not only improve sport but also

to improve their teaching across the whole school community. they

have seen a rise in participation across all years and especially in girls

which is brilliant to see. 

one aspect that impressed us the most was an event they created called

‘the Great run’. this 5 mile race was an event for the entire community

to enter - not just the pupils. there was a fee to enter, but prize money

was awarded to the winner of the race and the extra money was then 

donated to pupils from poorer backgrounds who were at risk of dropping

out of school. It was very humbling to be able to see that sport was making

such a positive difference to pupils outside of the school environment. 

We have also seen an improvement in the links between the local

primary schools in the area. they have taken inspiration from arden’s

primary festivals and have introduced sports leaders to invite pupils for

sporting competitions and to allow for more inter-school tournaments. 

our lasting memory will be of when we were saying goodbye. as we

were thanking them for allowing us to visit and for being so welcoming

they said that theY are the thankful ones for the added opportunities

that arden has given them, and which is enabling them to plan a future

for themselves which, without our help, simply would not be possible.

Miss sheppard and Mr hooper

InBrief
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Spotlights
WE ARE VERY PROUD OF ALL OF OUR STUDENTS AT ARDEN, so when Mr Murphy asked me to organise a
gala evening to celebrate the Arts, I was absolutely thrilled.

This inaugural event took place on Friday 4 April. ‘Spotlights’ as it is now known is a celebration of Art,
Design & Technology, Drama, Dance and Music and all related courses. After being treated to a
delicious two-course meal, staff proudly read out the awards. We were honoured to welcome Jon
Bentley, who amongst other roles is a presenter on The Gadget Show, to present them, as well as
and members of ‘Antics’, a five man dance crew from the Midlands, who were finalists in Sky 1’s ‘Got
to Dance’ series.

Pictured: Nathan Marsh of The Antics Dance Crew, Mr Murphy, TV Presenter Jon Bentley and Mrs Allton.

InBrief
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Spotlights, continued

In the Performing Arts Awards, categories ranged from ‘Contribution to Drama’ which was won by Harry
Robinson to ‘Best Performing Arts Technician’ won by Jake Smithers.   Musical talent was recognised in terms
of ‘Best Solo Vocalist’ – Lucy Bailey and ‘Musician of the Year’ – Lucy Harley-Mason.  Rebecca Scott achieved
‘Best Leading Dancer’ status with Hannah Northam a very worthy ‘Best Supporting Dancer’.

In the Creative Arts & Technology Awards, each subject was represented with several different categories;
Art, Catering, Construction, Engineering, Hairdressing, Photography, Resistant Materials and Textiles. 

After the awards presentation, the evening continued with a show by Antics Dance Crew and a disco
enjoyed by staff and students alike. We are really pleased that this will now become a bi-annual event held
on alternate years with the Sports Gala Dinner.

A full list of nominees and winners can be seen on the Arden website:
www.arden.solihull.sch.uk/ad/news_events/latest_news/spotlights_dinner_award_ceremony

Pictured, opposite: Mr Murphy with Issy James, Spotlights’ Personality of the Year Award Winner.
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Spotlights, continued

Thank you to all staff for their hard work organising the event,
especially Mrs Butcher-Johns and of course all of the teachers
who often give up lunch times, evenings and weekends for
rehearsals, trips and after school classes.

Thank you to parents for their support and of course to
the students, without whose continual enthusiasm and
effort we would have nothing to celebrate. ‘The Spotlights’
was one of my proudest moments since joining Arden
and I can’t wait for it to come round again in two years. 

To view all the photographs from the evening please visit
the galleries section of the Arden website.

Mrs Allton

Pictured, below: Yasmin Dawes, Beth Roskell, Katie Smith, Megan Hall and Leila Smith.

Pictured, bottom left: Mrs Stocks, Rebecca Webb, Isy James, Chloe Cardin, Mrs Warrender, Mrs Lewsey,
Lydia Joyce In front: Harry Robinson and Tom Briggs.

Pictured, top left: Elise McCrone, Emilie Neville and Rhiannon Rymer-Baugh.

InBrief
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On 16 February, both students and staff were very excited to be on their way to

Amade in Austria. The journey from school to Dover wasn’t too bad, as everyone

was still full of energy and excitement about the coming week. We thought it

would be an easy journey - we were very wrong. 

When we arrived at the ferry port at around 9.00pm we found that we had missed 

our ferry and there wouldn’t be another until the morning due to strong winds.

Although we were disappointed we kept a positive attitude, despite having

to sleep overnight in the coach. Finally, we arrived in Calais after a very

rough crossing during which a lot of sick bags were used - we were all

very happy to be on dry land and to be finally getting closer to Austria.

When we arrived at our accommodation, it was 4.00am and we were

extremely tired, so went straight to our rooms and straight to sleep - so

didn’t get to see the view of the beautiful mountains until later. When

we awoke next morning for our first ‘proper’ day we were all in high

spirits and couldn’t wait to get onto the slopes. After collecting our

boots, skis and helmets from the ski hire, we set off for our first

resort for a fun day of skiing. Everyone was split into eight

different groups – Group 1 was for experienced skiers,

whilst Group 8 was for students who didn’t have

much experience at all. 

SkiTrip2014
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The Groups were really nice as we got to talk to different people in our

year and share lots of funny moments. The Ski Instructors were all

extremely friendly and helpful and by the end of the week we got to

know them really well.

Over the course of the week, we went to a few different resorts that were

all incredible to look at - and great for skiing! My personal favourite was

the one we visited on the third and fourth day. The snow was really good

and it was exceptionally beautiful. We also had the opportunity to do a

Slalom race at one of the resorts which was really fun and even some

the teachers got involved. 

Over the week when someone fell over or did something stupid on the

slopes we could nominate them for a ‘Silly Hat’ award, this meant that

the two people that had been nominated most got to wear either a

monster or a rabbit hat over their helmet. The teachers and students

found this particularly amusing.

We spent quite a lot of time at our hotel and in the village after we had been

skiing, this was a really nice time to relax and wind down after an amazing

day on the slopes. We also got the chance to go to the local food shop,

which was really good as we all managed to buy lots of snacks for our dorms.

The teachers were brilliant in arranging lots of activities for evenings, such as

a quiz and a table tennis tournament, and there was a games room with lots

of fun things in it. In addition to that, we had the chance to go swimming in

the hotel pool. My favourite activity was the disco at the local night club, we

stayed for several hours and had a really fun time, with Mr Singh showing the

students how to dance Bhangra-style, which was very funny.

Although the journey back home thankfully wasn’t as gruelling as the

outward journey, we were sad about leaving Austria as we had

experienced an amazing week and didn’t want it to end. Everything about

it was great; the skiing, the food, the teachers and the accommodation.

I would recommend this trip to any student who has the opportunity

as it is simply incredible, and one you will remember for the rest of

your life - but be warned, you will constantly want to go back.

Contributed by Sophie Higgs, 10A

Pictured right: Our two birthday boys, Mr Pillinger and Mr Hooper,

SkiTrip2014

SkiTeamSuccess
Arden’s Skiing Teams entered the Midlands Ski Club School’s

Competition in March and enjoyed fantastic success, with our U14

teams coming in the TOP THREE, the Girls’ Teams WON and the

Boys came SECOND and THIRD.

The U16 Team skied well, but lost out to teams from Heart of

England, Solihull and Princethorpe College to finish a very

creditable fourth. Well done to everyone who competed.

U14 Girls

Lucy Connors, Rebecca Tinley, Charlotte McMillan 

and Harriet Roadknight-Scott.

Under 14 Boys

Peter Gardner, James Burroughs, Josh Mort and Stanley Amphlett.

Under 15 Boys

George Lazenby, Mark Keast, George Burley and William Hitchcock.

Under 16 Team (below)

Abi Nolan, Elliot McMillan, Billy Connors and Ellen McKenning



Year11Fancy Dress
Congratulations to Year 11 students on making their last day at Arden such a celebration. The day dawned bright,

but a tad on the chilly side at times, the costumes were fantastic, the concert was amazing and at the end of the

day, the tears flowed. Form Tutors and Key Stage staff were dressed in school uniform - although it has to be said,

there were a few unacceptably short skirts and sloppy ties and they were genuinely sad to see their charges leave

at the end of the day. Every year students are warned how very quickly their final year will pass - they never believe

us until they actually experience it for themselves. This day in particular is one of mixed emotions and one that

comes around all too soon – of course many will be joining our very successful Sixth Form, whilst others will

explore other opportunities. Whatever their next chapter brings, we wish them well and hope they are successful

in achieving goals and pursuing dreams.
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Year13Ball
Friday 20 June saw Year 13 students and their families arrive at the Forest
of Arden Hotel & Country Club, Maxstoke for the annual Year 13 
Leavers’ Ball. This has become a tradition for the year group and once
again proved to be a glamorous, sophisticated highly enjoyable event.
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It was a simply beautiful summer’s evening and all of the students

looked stunning in their evening wear. boys gave James bond a run

for his money in impeccable suits; they oozed an air of charm and

gentility whilst the girls were simply stunning in dresses that covered

every spectrum of the rainbow. students arrived with parents,

relatives, boyfriends and girlfriends and everyone socialised for the

pre-dinner drinks.

For some parents this was the end of an era as it would be the

final event they ever took part in at arden. some parents had been

a part of arden life for a decade or more and so it was with mixed

feelings that they left the marquee as we all were called to sit down

for the formal supper.

once again, as we expect, the behaviour of all students was

impeccable, proving what delightful young adults this cohort has

developed into. speeches were made, Mr Parman and Mrs shuff

gave away prizes to some lucky students and then it was time for

some goodbyes.

Firstly, we said goodbye to Mrs Parkin who has been a form tutor

for the cohort and a teacher of spanish and French throughout the

main school and at a level. sadly, we also had to say goodbye to

the charismatic and debonair character that is Malcolm evans.  Mr

evans has been at arden for 29 years and has held a vast array of

responsibilities throughout the school. he is retiring this year and

leaves a huge void that will be incredibly difficult to fill. We were

delighted to see every student and member of staff on their feet

giving him the standing ovation that he deserves. We wish him every

happiness in his retirement.

Finally the lights went down, the music pounded out and the

dancing began. students and staff took to the floor and boogied

the rest of the night away. at midnight, the clock struck and just

like all good fairytales things come to an end. Coaches (taxis,

parents, lifts) arrived and whisked our partygoers away into the

night. leaving us with happy memories and aching feet.

We look forward to seeing all of the students again in august and

wish them every success with their results. We will of course be here

to support them on that very important day. 

A FABULOUS EVENING
AND A FOND 
FAREWELL TO YEAR 13.

Year13Ball
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FarewellY13
For many Year 13 students, Summer Term marks the end of seven full years

at Arden. Our fancy dress party was a wonderful way for Year 13 to celebrate

some great times with the friends and staff who have shared in this dynamic

time as they step up from school into adult life... 

Many of you will have seen the rapidly growing ‘A-R-D-E-N’ in the Smart Centre. This year

we completed the name with the letter ‘N’, so the aim was to wear fancy dress that started

with that letter. As a result there was a wonderful, creative selection including Nurses, Ninjas,

Naval Officers, Noah and even N Dubz!

As students made their way to the back of the Sixth Form Block, the aromatic smells

of the hog roast wafted through the sun-baked air. Students and staff then enjoyed

tucking into crunchy crackling, hot juicy pork meat and stuffing - all enveloped in a

fresh, floury bread roll... Are you salivating yet? There was the traditional glass of

Champagne at the end of the event to toast the students and wish them every success

with the forthcoming examinations and their future, post-Arden. 

The day proved to be a very enjoyable afternoon for everyone involved and

foreshadowed the Ball soon to be held at the Forest of Arden in Maxstoke once the

examinations are nothing but a hazy memory.

Calling all former Arden students...
We are in the process of setting up a new network for Arden alumni and would

love to hear from former students, young and old. If you are a former student or

know someone who is, we would appreciate you taking a moment to visit the

Arden website to register with us.
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Year13 Last Day



We hope you find Ad Altiora enjoyable. If you have any special news, or would like to help by contributing

articles for consideration, please email our Editor, Mrs Jenkins at newsletter@arden.solihull.sch.uk 

Commemorative
Flagpoles
Arden was very pleased to receive the extremely

generous gift of the three splendid flagpoles

that now adorn our front lawn, presented to the

school in memory of Alan Cummings. 

Mr Cummings was the first Deputy Headmaster of

Arden when it opened its doors way back in 1959,

a position he held until his untimely death in 1963.  

He was passionate about education and had a

special fondness for Mathematics, football and

amateur dramatics.  We were recently contacted by

his daughter Janet Nash, herself a teacher, to ask if

there was an appropriate way her father could be

commemorated.  It was agreed that three flagpoles

would be erected as a tribute to his time at Arden

– these now take pride of place at the front of the

school with an accompanying plinth.


